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By Andrew DuBrock, Chad Johnson, Barrett Tagliarino

Hal Leonard Corporation, United States, 2010. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. 292 x 224 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book. (At a Glance). A first of its kind, the At a Glance series
pairs an instructional DVD lesson taught by a professional
guitarist with a supplemental book for a comprehensive
learning experience. Each book/DVD features several lessons
pertaining to one topic, and the DVD lessons feature on-screen
music. The lessons are loaded with valuable tips and
information, and song examples help to demonstrate the
concepts in action. DVD Lead Guitar At a Glance features four
lessons, including: Lead Guitar Basics, Chord-Tone Soloing,
Blues Rock Licks, and Connecting Pentatonic Patterns. Includes
19 songs: All Along the Watchtower * Don t Fear the Reaper *
Free Ride * Gimme Three Steps * Livin on a Prayer * Runnin
down a Dream * Smooth * Time * Wonderful Tonight * and
more.
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A superior quality ebook and also the font used was interesting to read through. This is for all who statte there was not
a well worth reading. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to learn.
-- Felix  Lehner  Jr .-- Felix  Lehner  Jr .

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and not
confusing. You will not feel monotony at anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if
you ask me).
-- Dr . Celestino Tr eutel-- Dr . Celestino Tr eutel
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